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ICEF VIRTUAL SOUTH ASIA IS A RESOUNDING SUCCESS, MARKING
THE FIRST OF ICEF’S TARGETED EVENTS IN THIS REGION.

226

attendees

2,121
meetings

ICEF Virtual South Asia successfully
hosted 226 international education
professionals over three days with
participants drawn from 19 countries
across four continents, demonstrating a
continued interest in maintaining and
developing connections as educational
institutions look to attract students from
this important region.
ICEF Virtual South Asia marked ICEF’s
first event of 2021 and was a firm
statement of intent as we continue to
bring together educational institutions,
student recruitment agents, and industry
service providers during the coronavirus
pandemic. By bringing a dedicated focus

94%

satisfied/
highly satisfied

to South Asia for the first time, ICEF has
enabled education professionals to
explore this unique market in depth and
allow educators to really target their
recruitment efforts for the upcoming
academic year.
Despite the challenges currently facing the
international education sector, and the
difficulties inherent in travelling during a
period of global restrictions, our event
attendees overwhelmingly found this
virtual event to be a valuable experience,
with over 80% valuing the opportunity to
reinforce their contact networks in the
region.
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EDUCATION PROVIDERS
2021 saw 44 representatives from as
many education institutions join us online.
With educators representing 11 countries
from all over the world, ICEF Virtual
South Asia showed the strong interest of
global educators in attracting students
from this region. Of these institutions,
11% were first-timers to an ICEF event,
demonstrating both the value that existing
partners find in attending our events, and
indicating the appetite amongst new
institutions to take advantage of ICEF’s
peerless networking conferences.

In common with other ICEF events, ICEF
Virtual South Asia welcomed a high
proportion of senior decision makers, with
over 60% in senior management roles.
This is testament to the high intent
manifested by our educational institutions
to finding new student recruitment agent
partners across South Asia at this difficult
time. The top 5 countries were: Canada,
the USA, Germany, Australia and France.
This year, we were delighted to welcome a
broad range of educational institutions,
with strong representation from
universities in particular.
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Another successful ICEF exprience - We met with numerous agents. All were on time
and engaged. Webinars were quite informative and were on demand; so I could watch when
I was able. I would highly recommend this format.



by James Reagan, Union Catholic Regional High School, USA
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SERVICE PROVIDERS
This event saw 13 representatives from
12 providers of services to the
international education industry join us
online. These organisations represented 6
countries across 4 continents and 23%
were first-timers to an ICEF event. The
top 5 service provider countries were

Canada, Australia, India, the United
Kingdom, and the USA. This strong
attendance again shows the interest of
service providers to actively engage with
leading professionals from across the
international education community.

STUDENT RECRUITMENT AGENTS
Amid huge interest amongst to attend, we
welcomed 156 representatives from 150
carefully selected, ICEF-screened
agencies in seven countries to ICEF
Virtual South Asia, indicating a strong
interest by agents from across the
continent to develop and maintain contact

with their international education partners
at this time. Agents from India, Nepal,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,
Afghanistan and Bhutan attended ICEF
Virtual South Asia, giving this event
unparalleled depth of reach in the region.
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SEMINAR PROGRAMME
Alongside our core meeting schedule,
ICEF Virtual South Asia delivered a
targeted seminar programme designed
specifically for education professionals
with an interest in the region. These
sessions included advice from around
the international education industry to
the COVID-19 pandemic in our renowned
ICEF Agent Voice series. In addition to
this strategic overview, the event provided
market updates from Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
Iran, Jordan and the UAE, and advice on
how to recruit students from North Africa.
As testament to the quality and
insightfulness of the topics covered, 94%
of delegates who attended a webinar were



either happy, or very happy, with their
experience.
Alongside strong, high quality, and
diverse attendance, as well as
outstanding delegate feedback, the
success of ICEF Virtual South Asia’s
seminar programme, meeting schedule,
and overall virtual environment firmly
established this event as a must-attend in
the calendar of any leading international
education professional with an interest in
recruiting students from this dynamic
region sending the most students abroad
just after China.



Everything about the conference was brilliant - planning, customer services, relevance
of participants! Kudos and congrats to the entire team!!
by Ahsan Sheikh, Edceum Global, Canada

To find the perfect events for you, and
to book your place, please visit:
icef.com/upcoming-events
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